LAST MINUTE PACKING HAS TAKEN ON A WHOLE NEW MEANING
There always seems to be something last minute we forget to purchase for our travels, but do
you really have time for another drive back to the store, standing in queues and dealing with
traffic? All of which are not conducive for preparing ourselves for air travel, fatigue can set
in before we touchdown even on short flights.
Arriving rested and fresh at your destination is an important factor for us all, especially if
we're on a red-eye flight and heading to a meeting. Occles travel eyewear have teamed up
with Bright Retail on Amazon.com, offering same day delivery to many of its Amazon Prime
members. Last minute packing has taken on a whole new meaning with the convenience to
purchase Occles on Amazon Prime.
If your counting down to your departure date and have brought your luggage out, you may
well be jolted back to how you were left feeling after your last flight. The tiredness when you
landed, the irritations you endured in the air, drained and wishing you had planned better to
avoid the surrounding disruptions. Does this sound familiar? You probably even promised
yourself to be better prepared next time you fly.
Yet here you are pulling together last minute preparations and it's only now you recall how
other passengers reading lights and flickering screens prevented you really switching off.
Sleep disruption from external factors can often be out with our control leaving us restless
and frustrated, yes is it's all coming back to you?
No need to panic, no need to have another trip to the store, click over to Bright Retail store on
Amazon.com order Occles travel eyewear taking advantage of Amazon Prime's speedy
delivery. Let the memory of that last restless flight remain just that, a memory, upgrade your
inflight experience with Occles this sleepmask is in a league of its own.
A must have stylish travel accessory, it is instant lights out! No other sleepmask offers so
many features in one product. No restrictions over your airways so no overheating, deep eye
cups which allow you to open your eyes when in use. No pinching elastic and yes best of all,
these are UV blocking accredited, offering complete eye protection from very strong UV rays
at altitude. Did you know UV rays penetrate through areophane windows? Occles are the
stylish way to catch some rest and block out light-pollution. Let's not forget they look after
our eye-health whilst we snooze, benefiting our overall wellbeing, sleep is crucial to our
mood, arrive happier and rested.
Amazon Prime members benefit from FREE one day and same day delivery in a number of
metropolitan areas. Ensure you have the little necessities that make a difference these are a
great gift for a friend who likes to travel and sunbathe.
Available in a variety of distinct colors, and adjustable fit for a range of head sizes. Occles
retail at $29.99 Free Shipping Amazon Prime
Available to purchase from
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